1. Introduction. In a recent paper2 Riemann's method for the solution of the problem of Cauchy for a linear hyperbolic partial differential equation L(u) =0 of second order for one unknown function u of two independent variables x, y was modified by the introduction of a line integral Ii=f\Bdx -Ady\ vanishing on closed paths.
Here A and B are bilinear forms in the partial derivatives ux, uy, vx, vv; and v, the resolvent, is a properly chosen solution (analogous to Riemann's function) of an associate equation M(v)=0, the counterpart to the adjoint equation. This modification opened the way to an extension of Riemann's method to the wave equation with which we associate the operator
a -ß
If we write A = fUßVß, B = -fUaVa, to be expressed in terms of the initial data u", u1 carried by the part of the initial hyperplane t = 0 contained within the ("retrograde") characteristic half-cone with vertex at P?, i.e., in terms of the initial data assigned to the points (xi -xx)2 + ■■■ + (xnxn)2 g P, t = 0.
We assume t>0 and consider the (n + l)-dimensional conical volume C bounded in space-time by the characteristic hypercone with vertex at P-, and the initial hyperplane t = 0. The axis of C is the straight line PoPj in space-time traced out by Pt as t ranges from 0 to t. If at each point Pt we introduce polar coordinates <p,0x, ■ • ■ , 0n-i, r with pole at Pt, the conical volume C is described by the inequalities C: 0 ^ c¡> < 2tt, 0 ^ 0,-^ ir, Ogrgi-i, 0 = t ^ t (j = 1, • • • , n -2).
When we take a, ß, <p, 0i, • • • , 0n-i as rectangular coordinates in a second (« + l)-dimensional space, C appears as a "wedge" W: 0 á a á I -a g> ß g + a, 0 ^ <j> < 2r, 0 ^ 0¡ g tt
That part of the boundary of C formed by the mantle of the characteristic hypercone becomes the face a = t of W; the base t = 0 oi C is represented by the face ß = -a oi W; and the axis PoP? of C by the face ß = a of W. The vertex Pj of C appears as the edge a=ß = t of W; the periphery of the base of C (the intersection of the initial plane with the characteristic hypercone) is replaced by the edge a= -ß = t of W; and center P0 of the base of C by the edge5 a=/3 = 0 of W.
To reformulate the problem of Cauchy in (a, ß, <f>, 0X, • • • , 0n~i)-space we observe that the carrier t = 0 becomes the hyperplane ß= -a upon which, from (3), we assign (7) «0 = «¿, utj = utj, ua = (ur + «0/2, uß = -(ur -«0/2 as initial data. One would accordingly seek an expression for the value of the solution u of L(u) =0, for L(u) as defined in (4), along the edge a=ß = t of W in terms of the above initial data carried by the face ß = -a of W.
To solve the problem of Cauchy as originally formulated we apply the lemma of the preceding section to the closed surface Sn which is the boundary of the wedge W and obtain
In + h + In +(ln + /» ) + E ( /. + /, ) = 0. (t2 -r2Y"-vin, 2 a = t implies Vß = 0.
More precisely, the last relations hold for w^3, and (8) holds as a result of integrating the fundamental identity (5) over the "wedge" W, all integrals involved being proper integrals. However, if n = 2 then Vß is infinite on a = t and in order to obtain (8)-where improper integrals now appear-it is necessary to integrate first the identity (5) in (a, ß, <p)-space over the smaller "wedge" We,v whose cross section in the a/3-plane is bounded by the four straight lines a = ß, a=-ß, ß = t-e, a=t-r¡, where 0<r¡<e<i. Passing to the limit, letting r¡->0 first, and afterwards letting e-»0, yields (8).
Thus the last term in (8) drops out altogether, eliminating the need for prescribed data on the characteristic half-cone, and the result is where the integration on the left is performed on the axis of the cone
• Compare G. Darboux, loc. cit., p. 70, for » = 2.
